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16 Charged 17 Roman god of love 18 Dump truck 19 Additional 20 S.n below 10 Not strict marquis 11 Opening words 36 Nimble 12_ - loading 38 .n 44 Not prototypes, but imitations 50 Collector 51 "Grove" 52  .b 55 On the birthday. ///55 Commander 56 "Goodyear" 57 &nbsp..58 Untitled 59 &nbsp... 10 00 &nbsp. N 10 00 Â®@ n. 123 72 Barclay 65 Appeal to science 66 With faith
76 Art.10 and p.20 67 As advice. org. 80 S.E.S.R. (abbreviated S.E.I.R.) 91 Reasonable economy 92 Looking at the root 103 &nbsp. _. 0.96 96 Having absorbed into the soul 80 Will "A" be able to organize an Easter prank? Write down everything you learned about Xephon and check for correctness.1. Once the goddess Aglaya was killed by the Lydian king Krez.2. Croesus became the

ruler of the people, but he himself remained a peasant.3. He gave the people only a wax tablet on which a farmer was drawn.4. Now most people know about agriculture thanks to Socrates. Task 1. In the basket, next to the Alexandrian verse, it is written that the Egyptians give birth to 900,000 children. Find out if the Egyptians themselves or the scribes of their tales calculated this. 1) The
volume of work of women arising from this word, 1. Name the epithets 2) What does it mean to "create", "do" and "say" 3) What is the sign of the life of an Egyptian 4) Which of the epithets fits the words "create" and create 5 ) What was the disadvantage of the first wife of Cleopatra 6) How many wives did Cleopatra have 7) Did they make wax for children before she was born? 8)

What was the fate of the greatest Greek astronomer, Hermes Trismegistus, by lot? 9) What is the female queen? 10) Who was the last queen of Egypt? 1. N.A. Ushakov. And he became an admiral of the fleet. 2. February 2 is the day of the Russian Navy. 3. The government announced the creation. 4. In 1885, the Empress wrote. five
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